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Abstract
The results from direct numerical simulations (DNS) of planar pre-filming airblast atomization are presented
in this paper. The configuration of the airblast atomization is inspired from a published experimental configura-
tion of Gepperth et al (2012, "Ligament and Droplet Characteristics in Prefilming Airblast Atomization", ICLASS
2012). The simulations have been performed using our in-house Navier-Stokes solver ARCHER. Two DNS have
been performed each respectively using coupled level moment of fluid (CLSMOF) and coupled level set volume
of fluid (CLSVOF) methods for liquid/gas interface reconstruction. The operating point investigated in the simula-
tions correspond to aircraft altitude relight conditions. The DNS data are post-processed consistent to that of the
experimental data to extract droplet and ligament statistics. The droplet diameter distribution from the simulations
is found to be having satisfactory agreement with the experimental data. Two breakup mechanisms of atomization
are observed: sheet breakup producing small droplets and ligament breakup producing medium and bulgy droplets.
The CLSMOF method is observed to produce more medium and bulgy droplets owing to dominant ligament breakup
while CLSVOF method produced more number of small droplets owing to predominant sheet breakup mechanism. A
good agreement was found between simulations and experiments for Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) of the droplets.
The droplet diameter distribution from the simulations are found to under-predict the peak of the distribution but
displays similar profile as that of the experiments. The droplet velocity distribution from the simulations is found to
agree well with that of the experiments. The liquid ligaments formed at the trailing edge of the pre-filmer plate are
characterized by their lengths. The breakup length of the ligaments, defined as arithmetic mean of the ligament
lengths, computed from the simulations agree satisfactorily with the value computed from the experimental data.
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Introduction
With the growing number of short-haul flights, the air traffic is increasing and with that comes the emission
regulations norms. Over the past decade, these norms are becoming more stringent. In order to meet these
pollution regulations, lean combustion strategies are often employed in aircraft engines. In such strategies, the high
mixing between fuel and oxidizer is a primary prerequisite for efficient and cleaner combustion. To that end, often
planar pre-filming airblast atomizers are employed for injecting fuel. In planar pre-filming airblast atomization, high
speed oxidizer shears off the liquid fuel film injected on a flat plate causing fine breakup leading to production of
small to medium sized droplets. The smaller the size of the droplets, the faster is their evaporation and mixing with
oxidizer, and thus, more efficient and cleaner is their combustion. Thus, atomization of liquid fuel into droplets has
a major impact on the final amount of pollutant emissions. Hence, it is imperative to study this process in order to
get better control of it.
The concept of airblast atomization was introduced by Lefebvre and Miller [1]. Since then, there has been
multiple experimental studies [2–6] investigating the droplet size distributions far downstream of the injector nozzle.
Multiple numerical studies were carried out in simulating cylindrical [7] and planar pre-filming [8–10] airblast atom-
ization. For example, Fuster et al. [11] studied the primary breakup of planar coflowing sheets of water and air at
dynamic pressure ratios of 0.5 to 32; Bilger and Stewart Cant [12] focused on the airblast atomization and regime
classification for different gas and liquid phase velocities. They classified the different breakup mechanisms into
regimes based on the velocity of the gas and liquid fuel. This work used laminar velocity profile for the phases, thus
might not necessarily represent the real time fuel injection scenarios. Recently, accurate near field data from the
experiments have been extracted by Gepperth et al [5]. In their work, the information about the ligament length,
velocity, and breakup frequency were identified. Following their work, Warncke et al [13] presented a combined
experimental and numerical study using embedded direct numerical simulations (eDNS) approach of Sauer [14]
with classical volume of fluid (VOF) interface capturing technique using OpenFoam. Although a good agreement
between experiments and simulations had been observed in their work, the results displayed the limitation of the
diffused interface capturing methods used in their simulations.
Thus, to this end, we have used a DNS approach to simulate the planar pre-filming airblast atomization for
the same operating point and configuration as described by Warncke et al [13] and compared the results with
the experimental work of Gepperth et al [5]. In contrast to Warncke et al [13], we have used full DNS approach
and we have employed sharp interface capturing methods for accurately capturing the liquid/gas interface within the
context of incompressible multiphase flows. In fact, we have performed two DNS each with sharp interface capturing
method respectively: coupled level set moment of fluid (CLSMOF) method [15,16] and coupled level set volume of
fluid (CLSVOF) method [17].
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This paper is organized as follows: first, the equations governing the incompressible multiphase flow solved in
our in-house code ARCHER [17–19] are presented followed by presentation of the numerical method of CLSMOF
method. The case setup, configuration, and the operating conditions for the DNS are then presented followed by
the results from the simulations. In this section, we compare the results from the simulations using CLSMOF and
CLSVOF methods and compared each with that of the experimental data. Finally, concluding remarks are drawn
upon based on the presented results.
Governing Equations
The solver used in this study is ARCHER, whose capabilities are described extensively in multiple works
[17–19]. This solver is structured, parallel, and developed for direct numerical simulations (DNS) of complex and
turbulent multiphase flows with the application to study primary breakup of liquid fuel jet. A staggered variable con-
figuration for scalar and vector quantities is used with central finite difference scheme for least numerical dissipation.
The pressure and velocity fields describing the flow are obtained by solving the incompressible Navier–Stokes
equations. The following conservative form of the Navier–Stokes equations are solved in ARCHER:
∇ · u = 0, (1)
∂ρu
∂t
+∇ · (ρuu) = −∇P +∇ · (2µD) +B, (2)
where u is the velocity field, P is the pressure field, µ is dynamic viscosity, ρ is density, D is the strain rate tensor
given as D =
1
2
(∇u + (∇u)T ), and B is the sum of the body force (Bb) and surface tension forces (Bst). The
force due to surface tension is given as Bst = σκδIn where σ represent the surface tension coefficient, κ is the
curvature of the interface computed using the level set signed distance function φ as
κ = −∇ ·
( ∇φ
‖∇φ‖2
)
, (3)
and δI is the Dirac delta function centered on it. A consistent mass and momentum flux computation [19] is em-
ployed. The level set signed distance function φ takes positive values for grid points inside liquid phase and negative
for grid points inside gas phase in a numerical simulation domain.
A projection method as described in Ménard et al [17] is employed for solving Equations (1) and (2). A 2nd order
central difference scheme is employed for discretization of the spatial derivatives to avoid any dissipation. However,
the convection term is discretized using 5th order WENO scheme to ensure a robust behavior of the solution. A
consistent mass and momentum flux computation [19] is employed. The viscous term is discretized following the
method described by Sussman et al [20]. Ghost Fluid Method (GFM) [21] is employed for the spatial discretization
of the Poisson equation for taking into account the force due to surface tension as a pressure jump. The resulting
linear system of symmetric and positive definite matrix with five diagonals is solved using multigrid algorithm for
preconditioning a conjugate gradient (CG) method [18]. The temporal derivatives in this study are discretized using
one-step forward Euler scheme.
Numerical Method
In this section, we first briefly summarize the coupled level moment of fluid (CLSMOF) method employed for
liquid/gas interface capturing within the context of multiphase flows. Then the numerics behind the CLSMOF inter-
face reconstruction and advection are presented. Finally, a criteria for distinguishing resolved and under-resolved
interface is presented.
CLSMOF Method
Within the context of multiphase flows, it is imperative to accurately capture the liquid/gas interfaces. To
this end, we have used CLSMOF interface reconstruction method. We have developed in our solver this method
as a combination of conventional moment of fluid (MOF) [15, 16, 22, 23] and coupled level set moment of fluid
(CLSVOF) [17] methods. This way, it is possible to combine the advantages of both methods: accurate capture of
under-resolved liquid droplets from MOF and sharp interface representation from LS methods. The objective is to
use a computationally more expensive MOF method only for reconstructing under-resolved liquid structures.
MOF method is a superset of conventional volume of fluid (VOF) method. MOF method tracks both liquid
volume fraction (zeroth moment of liquid volume) and phase centroids (first moment of liquid volume) in each mixed
computational cell (cell with non-zero liquid volume fraction) in order to numerically reconstruct the interface. A
piecewise linear interface calculation (PLIC) method is used for reconstructing the interface. Thus, the equation of
the reconstructed interface plane (line in 2D) is given as ax+ by+ cz + d = 0 where interface normal n = [a, b, c]T .
The reconstruction of original/reference interface means determining the components of interface normal n and
shortest distance of interface from cell center d. In MOF method, we find these two quantities by satisfying volume
conservation (Equation (4)) and least centroid defect (Equation (5)). The centroid defect is defined as the distance
between the phase centroids of the reference and actual/reconstructed interface. The two conditions are:
| F ref − F act(n, d) |= 0, and (4)
EMOF(n, d) = min
Eq. (4) holds
∥∥∥xrefCOM − xactCOM(n, d)∥∥∥
2
. (5)
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where F represent liquid volume fraction and xCOM is the liquid phase centroid. All the variables containing the
superscript “ref” represents the variables pertaining to the original (reference) interface while those containing the
superscript “act” represents the variables pertaining to the reconstructed (actual) interface. The reference interface
is chosen for a fluid (either liquid/gas) based on the farthest distance of its centroid from the cell center xCΩ (where
CΩ is a computational cell inside the domain Ω), i.e.,
Reference fluid =
{
liquid,
∥∥xrefCOM,liq − xCΩ∥∥ > ∥∥xrefCOM,gas − xCΩ∥∥
gas, otherwise.
(6)
Thus, the centroid defect is minimized for the phase with the least volume in the cell. The rationale behind this
approach is that, the interface orientation has highest sensitivity to the centroid defect of the phase with least volume.
For the purpose of illustration, Figure 1 shows a typical computational cell in 2D with the reference and reconstructed
interfaces based on liquid as reference fluid. The parameter d is computed as a result of satisfying the volume
n
d
xactCOM
xrefCOM
Figure 1. Computational cell with reference (solid line) and reconstructed (dashed line) interfaces and liquid centroid.
conservation condition (Equation (4)) upto the machine precision using Newton-Raphson method. The interface
normal n is obtained from minimizing the centroid defect EMOF using Gauss-Newton minimization algorithm. It is
to be mentioned that this algorithm finds local minima and not global minima. The reference liquid volume fraction
F is advected by a directionally split algorithm described in [24] and the reference liquid and gas phase centroids
are advected using a directionally split Eulerian Implicit-Lagrangian Explicit (EI-LE) scheme. For more details, the
readers are referred to Asuri Mukundan et al [15,16].
The coupled level set volume of fluid (CLSVOF) method of Ménard et al [17] is used for obtaining the level set
function for interface capturing in our solver.
Interface Resolution Quality (IRQ)
The main idea of the CLSMOF method development is to use MOF only when it is necessary. This necessity is
driven by presence of under-resolved liquid structures which are smaller in size than the employed mesh resolution.
Thus, it is required to find and distinguish resolved and under-resolved liquid structures from one another. To this
end, we propose a criteria called interface resolution quality (IRQ) which is expressed as
IRQ =
1
∆x | κ | , (7)
where ∆x is the mesh spacing and κ is the liquid/gas interface curvature. The threshold value of IRQ determines
which of the liquid structures in the domain are resolved and which are under-resolved. Based on the literature
[25, 26], we decided to use the threshold value of 2.0 for IRQ. This means, for any computational cell containing
a liquid phase and has a value of IRQ less than 2.0 (correspondingly, less than 8 cells along the liquid structure
effective spherical diameter) would be treated as under-resolved liquid cell structure, thus, MOF will be employed
for interface reconstruction. For all other IRQ values, the level set function from CLSVOF method will be used for
interface reconstruction. It is to be remarked that Jemison et al [23] used a similar criteria with a higher threshold
value in their work.
Case Setup
A planar pre-filming airblast atomizer configuration is considered in this work. Figure 2a represents a geometry
simplification of the annular atomizer used in our Direct numerical simulations (DNS). This simplified geometry is
inspired from the work of Gepperth et al [5] and Warncke et al [13].
Operating Conditions
Fuel injection in aircraft engines are characterized by high Reynolds and Weber number. A detailed investiga-
tion of fuel injection in such highly turbulent environment is challenging using DNS. A moderate operating point is
thus chosen with a comparatively low Reynolds and liquid film Weber number. This operating point correspond to
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Figure 2. DNS Domain (a) and inflow phase velocity profile (b): liquid phase ( ); gas phase ( ). Negative velocity is due
to downstream direction oriented along negative z−direction.
the aircraft altitude relight conditions [27] and allows an adequate resolution of the atomization events. The operat-
ing conditions are summarized in Table 1 The liquid fuel used in this study correspond to Shellsol D70 with a low
surface tension at ambient conditions. The channel half width Hchw = 4mm and liquid film thickness hl = 100 µm.
The non-dimensional numbers such as gas phase Reynolds number (Reg), liquid film Weber number (Wel), and
momentum flux ratio (M ) are defined within this work as
Reg =
ugHchw
νg
, (8)
Wel =
ρg(ug − ul)2hl
σ
, and (9)
M =
ρgu
2
g
ρlu2l
. (10)
Table 1. Operating Conditions Summary
Liquid properties ul = 0.5m/s ρl = 770 kg/m
3 νl = 2.0× 10−6m2/s
σ = 0.0275 kg/s2
Gas properties ug = 50m/s ρg = 1.2 kg/m3 νg = 1.5× 10−5m2/s
Non-dimensional
numbers
Reg = 13 333 Wel = 10.69 M = 15.58
Computational Setup
The air flow inlet is located each above and below the pre-filmer plate. A flat velocity profile with the magnitude
of the mean liquid and gas phase velocity is imposed as the inlet velocity profile as shown in Figure 2b. The DNS
domain has been chosen in such a way that there is enough length along the downstream direction to analyze
atomization but also kept as small as possible to avoid blow up of the computational cost.
The faces of the pre-filmer plate are treated as walls using the staircase immersed boundary method (SIBM).
In this method, the shape of the pre-filmer plate is approximated such that it fits in the Cartesian grid lines. Thus,
fluxes over the cell faces containing the solid pre-filmer plate can be computed like that for a no-slip boundary cell
face. An injection boundary condition has been used on the gas and liquid fuel injection boundary plane, periodic
boundary condition on the transverse y−direction, and outflow boundary conditions on the rest of the boundaries.
Turbulence in the liquid fuel is initiated using the method of synthetic turbulence of Klein et al [28].
A computational mesh with a constant mesh spacing of ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 12.89 µm has been employed
throughout the domain resulting in a total of 33.5 million cells. For the value of Reynolds number employed in this
study, the Kolmogorov length scale was found to be η = 12 µm. Thus, based on [29], the required minimum grid
spacing is ∆xmin ≈ 25 µm. With the grid resolution used in this work, it can be said that we will be able to resolve
the predominant scales of motion. The simulation has been run on 1024 processors in CRIANN supercomputing
facility.
Experimental Comparison
In order to validate the results from DNS, we will be comparing with the experimental data from the work done at
the Institut für Thermische Strömungsmaschinen (ITS) at Karlsruhe Institut für Technologie. The experiments have
been performed for 30 s of physical time and double frame images (in both y−z and x−z plane views) that are phase
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shifted by 10µs. Each droplet in the double image was considered for the computation of statistics. To statistically
derive robust results for the ligament and droplet sizes, an efficient algorithm based on the particle and ligament
tracking velocimetry developed by Müller [30] with an extension to Depth of Field (DoF) correction to increase the
measurement accuracy was used. For more details on the measurement and post-processing techniques employed
in the experimental work, the reader is referred to [5,13].
Results and Discussion
Post-processing Techniques
The post-processing and analysis of the DNS data is split into two parts: analysis of droplets and analysis of
accumulated liquid ligaments at the trailing edge of the pre-filmer plate.
In order to determine the probability distribution of the droplets in the domain, a connected component labelling
(CCL) algorithm is used. This algorithm finds list of all the liquid structures in the domain at a given time instant
by using a 8-cell neighbor connectivity search for liquid presence. This list contains all the attributes of the liquid
structures such as velocity components, surface area, diameter, and volume. It is to be remarked that the liquid
droplet structure diameter is derived from its volume with the assumption that liquid structure is spherical.
The extraction of results for the liquid ligaments accumulated at the trailing edge of the pre-filmer plate such
as ligament lengths and breakup length is challenging. To this end, we have used an algorithm that is split into
four steps. First, the 3D DNS data (c.f. Figure 3a) is reduced to a 2D data analogous to the shadowgraphy images
by assigning label value of 0 (for gas) and 1 (for liquid) to each cell with zero and non-zero liquid volume fraction
respectively. Second, these label values are summed up along cross-stream x−direction to generate a projected
top view (y − z plane view) (c.f. Figure 3b). Any cell in this top view with a summed label value greater than 1
indicates presence of liquid in this view. Third, a CCL algorithm is applied for these summed up label values to
identify the biggest liquid structure, i.e., the accumulated liquid at the trailing edge of pre-filmer plate (c.f. Figure 3c).
Finally, the 1D interface contour is identified using the method described in [31,32] that characterizes the interface of
this accumulated liquid (c.f. Figure 3d). This procedure has been applied to every time step since the first breakup
event has occurred.
y
z
x
(a) 3D DNS data
y
z
(b) 2D Projected DNS data
y
z
(c) Biggest liquid structure
y
z
(d) 1D phase interface
Figure 3. Reduction of 3D to 1D data for computing ligament characteristics for t = 5.05ms.
Droplet characterization
We now present the quantitative results regarding the liquid droplets. They are characterized using diameter
and streamwise velocity distributions. The liquid droplet structures are detected throughout the DNS domain for
each sampling time step. The sampling is done every 1000 flow solver iterations. In order to have single count
of a liquid packet/droplet, we developed an algorithm that compares the position of each droplet between adjacent
sampling time steps (tn and tn+1, for example) and adds to the list of droplets for distribution plot only when it
goes out of the domain at tn+1. The smallest droplet diameter measured from the experiments is 15µm, while
that from CLSMOF simulations is 9.73µm and from CLSVOF simulations is 20µm which are approximately 0.75∆x
and 1.55∆x respectively. Figure 4 shows the plot of the probability density function of the droplet diameter and
the droplet streamwise velocity. The data presented in these plots from the simulations are not clipped to the
smallest droplet diameter measured from the experiments. This way, we can display and compare the accuracy
of the CLSVOF and CLSMOF methods against the experimental capability. From this figure, it can be seen that
CLSVOF method is producing smaller droplets than the CLSMOF method. This could be attributed to the numerical
surface tension that the CLSMOF method is introducing to the interface. Since CLSMOF method uses the volume
fraction data from the corresponding cell to compute the interface unit normal (as opposed to using neighboring cell
data such as in CLSVOF), there arises a modification to the interface curvature in that cell. Such a modification
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often leads to a change in the surface tension generated on the interface in comparison to the expected surface
tension. This change is called numerical surface tension within this work. Moreover, the profile of the curve for the
CLSMOF method is similar to that of the experiments. Furthermore, more medium sized droplets are produced in
the simulations when CLSMOF method is used. Droplet diameters upto 300µm are found from the simulations.
Owing to the quasi-bimodal distribution of the drop diameter quantity, two independent breakup mechanisms
are responsible for droplet formation. First, the sheet breakup wherein a thin sheet of liquid is formed because of the
shearing of the liquid by the gas developing holes in them thereby producing droplets whose size are comparable
to that of the thickness of the sheet. Since the liquid sheet is often few computational cells thick, this breakup
mechanism produces small droplets attributing to the peak near 35.5µm. The second breakup mechanism is due
to the breakup of liquid ligaments. The liquid fuel gets accumulated at the trailing edge of the pre-filmer plate,
due to the high speed flow of gas over it, forming thin long irregular shaped ligaments. These ligaments then
breakup into droplets due to Rayleigh-Plateau instability. Such breakup often produces medium and bulgy droplets
attributed to the peak near 70µm in the plot of the droplet size distribution. Thus, from this information, we can
infer that CLSMOF is producing medium sized droplets owing to the predominant occurrence of ligament breakup
mechanism. Moreover, as shown by Asuri Mukundan et al [15,16], the CLSMOF method is able to capture the small
under-resolved droplets that are one-order smaller than the employed mesh resolution. This can be seen from the
small peak near the very small droplets diameter in the plot corresponding to droplet diameters that are one order
smaller than the employed mesh spacing. Finally, the Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) computed from the DNS for
CLSMOF method is 130.13µm and CLSVOF method is 103.68µm while that is computed from the experimental data
is 154.8µm. Although there is a slight under-prediction from the simulations, this discrepancy could be attributed
to the long measurement time and more number of droplets detected in the experiments than in the simulations.
Nevertheless, the values from simulations are of the same order as that of the experiments. Moreover, the SMD
from DNS using CLSMOF method is in very good agreement with that from the experiments.
With regards to the droplet velocity distribution, the global inference is that the simulation over-predicts the
peak of the results. On one hand, the results from the CLSMOF method has peak at 12.4m/s while that from
CLSVOF is at 16m/s in comparison to 13.5m/s from the experiments. A more realistic inflow velocity profile for the
phases in the DNS could help in matching with the experiments.
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Figure 4. Characterization of droplets: Experiments ( ), CLSVOF ( ), and CLSMOF ( ).
Ligament characterization
Now, we present the characterization of liquid ligaments formed at the trailing edge of the pre-filmer plate. Due
to the high velocity of the gas, the liquid fuel gets accumulated at the trailing edge of the pre-filmer plate. Due to the
high difference between the velocity of liquid fuel and air, this accumulated liquid is stretched downstream into thin,
long, and irregular shaped ligaments. These ligaments are characterized in our study based on their lengths llig
and the global breakup length lbreakup quantities. The latter is computed as the arithmetic mean of all the individual
ligament lengths over all sampled time steps.
In order to obtain the individual ligament lengths, we post-processed the DNS data from both the simulations,
the details of which are presented as follows. Referring Figure 5, we have defined a single ligament length llig as
the distance between the ligament peak and the trailing edge of the pre-filmer. To compute the ligament length for
a single time step, the 1D phase interface contour (c.f. Figure 3) is used. The maximum dips in this 1D phase
interface (blue squares) shown in Figure 5b along the downstream direction is used for identifying the ligaments.
The critical point in this identification is to compute the true ligament length by eliminating the effect of the wrinkling
in the interface. For this reason, following [13], we use a criterium of 50µm distance between the adjacent minima
and maxima (measured along the streamwise z−direction) as a threshold to eliminate this effect and obtain a more
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global behavior. The true maxima (maxima obtained after applying the the criterium) in the interface are shown in
Figure 5c with the squares indicating the location of the maximum dip in the interface in the downstream direction.
The length of these resulting maximum dips (called true ligament lengths hereon) are computed from the edge of
the pre-filmer plate. The breakup length lbreakup is then computed as the arithmetic mean of these true ligament
lengths over all time steps. The post-processing used for the experimental data is presented by Warncke et al [13].
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Figure 5. Detection of phase interface peak (blue squares) for ligament length computation.
From this post-processing procedure, the breakup lengths for the simulations using CLSMOF method is com-
puted to be lbreakup = 1.6mm while that using CLSVOF is lbreakup = 1.17mm. The experimental value measures
3.2mm. The breakup length from the simulations are smaller in magnitude albeit of the same order as that of the
experimental value. Per the study of Sauer et al [33], when the breakup length is computed as the maximum of all
the ligament lengths, the result from our simulation is 3.74mm which is only a little over-prediction in comparison
to the experiments. A small amount of ligaments with lengths longer than the length of streamwise direction of
the DNS domain were observed in the experiments that resulted in greater breakup lengths in experimental data.
Furthermore, a total of 12 201 and 1657 ligaments have been identified respectively for DNS using CLSMOF and
CLSVOF methods while 13 000 ligaments from the experiments. This difference in the total number of ligaments of
one order of magnitude between the two methods could stem from multiple factors such as CLSMOF method could
be introducing numerical surface tension in the flow when reconstructing the liquid/gas interface, the wrinkling effect
of the interface is not fully removed when identifying the ligaments. This could mean that the 50µm criterium would
have to be changed.
Another perspective on the ligament characterization can be obtained from the frequency distribution of their
lengths. This is shown in Figure 6. From this figure, we can infer that the frequency distribution is shifted towards
smaller ligament lengths in the simulations. This could be due to three factors and reasons: first, no ligaments
measured from our simulations reaches the outlet of the domain; second, there was greater time period for the
sampling in the experiments, and therefore, a higher amount of samples compared to the simulations; and third,
the field of view of measurement for experiments are larger than that of the DNS, thus, longer ligament lengths
that are greater than the length of the streamwise direction of the DNS domain are observed. Furthermore, these
under-predictions could be attributed to the insufficiency of the mesh resolution to capture the breakup events.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented results from direct numerical simulations (DNS) of planar pre-filming airblast
atomization performed using coupled level set moment of fluid (CLSMOF) method and coupled level set volume of
fluid (CLSVOF) method. The CLSMOF method is a hybrid between classical moment of fluid (MOF) and CLSVOF
methods. The MOF method uses both phase volume fraction and phase centroids in reconstructing the liquid/gas
interface. This method does not require phase volume data from neighbor cells thereby leading to uniform treatment
of interior and boundary cells as well as resolution of the interface to be as high as the employed mesh resolution.
Within the concept of CLSMOF method, the classical MOF method is used only for reconstructing the under-
resolved liquid structures. Such structures are identified using interface resolution quality criterium.
The DNS have been performed for aircraft altitude relight operating conditions using Shellsol D70 that is com-
parable to jet A-1 fuel used in aircraft engines. Quantitative results presented in this work have been classified into
droplet and ligament characterizations. The droplets have been characterized through diameter and velocity prob-
ability distributions. We have identified two mechanisms of breakup: sheet and ligament breakup mechanisms. We
have observed that CLSMOF method produces medium and bulgy droplets due to predominant ligament breakup
while the CLSVOF method produces large number of small droplets due to predominance of sheet breakup mech-
anism. A good agreement has been achieved for the Sauter Mean Diameter between the DNS and experiments.
The agreement between simulations and experiments have been found to be satisfactory for the droplet diame-
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Figure 6. Frequency distribution of ligament length.
ter distribution. The velocity distributions from the simulations using CLSMOF and CLSVOF methods have been
demonstrating good agreement with the experiments. The liquid ligaments at the trailing edge of the pre-filmer
plate have been characterized by their length. The breakup length computed as the arithmetic mean of all ligament
lengths is found to be of the same order as that of experimental data. The frequency distributions of the ligament
lengths found that the simulations under-predict the ligament lengths.
In future, three advancement to the current study have been considered: first, employment of finer mesh
resolution in the DNS; second, using a realistic inflow velocity profile for phases such as fully developed turbulent
channel flow profile that closely represent the fuel injection conditions in aircraft engines, and third, increasing the
size of the numerical domain and simualting for long time period of fuel injection.
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